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Accomplishments

As you have heard, increasing public awareness of Indiana State University’s
accomplishments is crucial to building student enrollment, influencing policy makers, and
developing a place of pre-eminence in the Midwest. What do you consider to be your
department’s accomplishments for the 2006-2007 year that will contribute to this effort?
[Please list in priority order and limit to no more than 8.]

1. Scholarly Activity. Members of the English faculty continue to be productive, being recognized in
local, regional, national, and even international contexts; by association, ISU’s reputation is
enhanced. 2. Teaching Effectiveness. Members of the English faculty are recognized for the quality
of their teaching; comparative data on SIRs show that they perform above the ISU average;
members are selected quite often for teaching awards (a Caleb Mills winner this year, joining three
previous winners); even Rateyourteacher.com shows our faculty in a good light. 3. Student
Performance. Students in all strands of our curriculum show measures of success, whether they
include a 2006 Hines Medal winner, graduate students heading to doctoral programs, student
teachers receiving high ratings, or high percentages of students making the Dean’s List. 4.
Faculty–Student Engagement. One of our strengths is the active connection between faculty and
students. Faculty and students collaborate on projects, attend conferences together, work together on
some committees, and work together on publications. All of these suggest the closeness that exists
among those who work in the Department. 5. Program Development. We are working to enhance
the programs in the Department. We are not reconfiguring the curriculum because the basic structure
and sequence are good; however, we are working toward creating stronger sequencing of content
within the courses and finding ways to avoid the repetition of experiences. Further, we are creating
more—and more varied—General Education offerings (i.e., Literature and Life courses addressing
new topics of interest). 

Research and Scholarship

What is your assessment of accomplishments in the area of research and scholarship that is
focused primarily on contributions to practice and discipline-based scholarship? Are you
satisfied overall? In which areas do you feel your department does particularly well? In which
areas do you feel your department needs to improve?

BOOKS: Byerman, Remembering the Past in Contemporary African American Fiction. Chapel Hill:
U of North Carolina P, 2005. Connelly,ed., Annual Bibliography of Books Received. The Journal of
Mind and Behavior 24.4 (2004). McEntire, Grey Larsen, and Janne Henshaw, eds. The Lotus
Dickey Songbook, 2nd edition. Bloomington: Indiana UP, 2005. CHAPTERS:Haynes,“Crossing the
Line: Maternal Subjectivity and Autobiographical Tricksterism in the Narratives of Elizabeth
Russell.” In On the Move: Mobility and Identity. Ed. Krzystof Knauer and Tadeusz Rachwal.
Bielsko-Biala. Poland: Wydawnictwo Akademii Techniczno-Humanistycznej, 2005. 152-65.
Jakaitis, “The Idea of the Asian in Philip K. Dick's The Man in the High Castle.” In World Weavers:
Globalization, Science Fiction, and the Cybernetic Revolution. Ed. Wong Kin Yeun, Gary Westfahl,
and Amy Kit-sze Chan. Hong Kong: Hong Kong UP: 157-66. ARTICLES: Carino, “History as Myth
in Bernard Malamud's The Natural.” Nine: A Journal of Baseball History and Culture 14.1 (2005):
67-77. REVIEWS: Byerman, Review of Dean McWilliams’s Charles Chesnutt and the Fictions of



Race. American Literary Realism 38.1 (2005): 73-74. Kincade, Review of Alan Richardson and
Debbie Lee’s Olaudah Equiano, Mary Prince, and Others: Early Black British Writing. Boston:
Houghton, 2004. Studies in the Novel Fall 2005; Review of Robert Mayer’s Eighteenth-Century
Fiction on Screen. Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 2002. The Eighteenth Century: A Current
Bibliography. Review of Peggy Gay’s Jane Austen and the Theater. Cambridge: Cambridge UP
2002. The Eighteenth Century: A Current Bibliography; Review of J. Douglas Canfield’s The
Broadview Anthology of Restoration and Early Eighteenth Century Drama. Toronto: Broadview,
2001. The Eighteenth Century: A Current Bibliography; Review of Jennifer Wise and Craig S.
Walker’s The Broadview Anthology of Drama: “Plays from the Western Theater” Toronto:
Broadview, 2003. The Eighteenth Century: A Current Bibliography; Review of Catherine
Burroughs’s Women in British Romantic Theater: Drama, Performance, and Society 1790-1840.
Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 2000. The Eighteenth Century: A Current Bibliography. ENTRIES:
Lee, “Helena Kuo.” Dictionary of Literary Biography: Asian American Writers. Ed. Deborah L.
Madsen. Vol. 312. Farmington Hills, MI: Gale, 2005. CREATIVE WORKS: Bates, “Shadows of
Macbeth” and “Shakespeare Locked Down” Wabash Valley Correctional Facility. 27 May 2005 and
30 Aug. 2005; featured on MSNBC. Brennan, “After Delivering My Son to the Ex.” Concho River
Review 19.2 (2005): 94; “Summer of '36.” Paterson Literary Review 34 (2005): 140-41; “December
Sunset in Terre Haute.” Lake Effect 9 (2005): 112; “Fete Champetre.” Concho River Review 18.2
(2004): 73. Lewandowski, “The Silent Fall.” The Florida Review 30.1 (2005): 85-98 “Moving
Chairs.” The Mochila Review (2005). Martin, in The Delicious Militia. Wiggling. Stillwater, OK:
Rockhouse Records, 2005. Morales, “Mother of Sorrows.” Indiana English 29.2 (2005). [Awarded
Arthur Edelstein Award in December 2004]; “Torchy's [novel excerpt].” Another Chicago Magazine
46 (Fall 2005); “El Camino.” Make Magazine 1 (2005); “Flashflood.” Passages North 26.1 (2005).
[Finalist in 2004 Waasmode Fiction Contest. CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS: Bates,
“Shakespeare as a Capstone in Correctional Education.” Correctional Education Association
International Conference. Des Moines, IA, 13 July 2005; “’To Know My Deed’: Criminality in
Macbeth.” Plenary Session. Ohio Shakespeare Association, Toledo, OH, 10 Nov. 2005;
“Shakespeare Saved My Life: Voices from Solitary Confinement.” Modern Language Association.
Washington, DC, 29 Dec. 2005. Byerman, “Jane and All the People: Ethnicity and the Moral
Structure of The Autobiography of Miss Jane Pittman.” International Colloquium on Ernest Gaines.
Tours, France, Nov. 2005; “The Multiple Disguises of Olaudah Equiano.” Midwestern ASECS, ISU,
Oct. 2005; “Other Victims, Other Crimes: Women and the Legal System in Billy and ‘Solitary.’”
American Literature Association. Boston, MA, May 2005; “Urban Legends: Black Identity and the
City.” Collegium for African American Research. Université François-Rabelais, Apr. 2005;
“Fashioning the Racial Self: Phillis Wheatley, Olaudah Equiano, and the Imagery of Blackness.”
American Society for Eighteenth Century Studies. UNLV, Mar. 2005. Carino, “Mallparks or
Neo-Classicissm: The Post-Modern Ballpark Building Boom on the Late Twentieth and Early
Twenty-First Century.” Nine Conference on Baseball in Literature and Culture. Tucson, AZ, Mar.
2005; “Why Baseball Has a Literature: Family, Community, and Home.” Sutphin Lecture for 2005.
U of Indianapolis, Oct. 2005. Invited. Corcoran, “Seamus Heaney: Retreat from the Global?”
Sydney, Australia, June 2005; “Gathering and Casting: Heaney's Hughes.” The Fifth International
Ted Hughes Conference. Emory U, Atlanta, GA, Oct. 2005; “Bodies/Books: Heaney's Bog Poems.”
ACIS National Conference. Notre Dame, South Bend, IN, Apr. 2005. Hudson, “Exotic Adventure or
Pious Pilgrimage: Journeys to the Holy Land in Some Middle English Popular Romances.” Medieval
Association of the Midwest Annual Conference. U of Illinois, Springfield, 24 Sept. 2005. Kincade,
“Luck May be a Lady, But Chance is No Gentleman: The Gambling Plays of Suzannah Centlivre.”
The American Society for Eighteenth Century Studies. U of Las Vegas, Mar./Apr. 2005. Lee,
“Bodies on Display: The Hottentot Venus and the Politics of Representation.” American Folklore
Society. Atlanta, GA, Oct. 2005; “Hello Lover: The Commodification of Intimacy on Sex and the
City.” Midwest Modern Language Association. Milwaukee, WI, Nov. 2005. Lewandowski,
“Fulbright: A World of Opportunities,” Associated Writing Programs International Conference.



Vancouver, BC, Canada, Apr. 2005. McEntire, “International Considerations of the April Fool.”
Society for the International Study of Ethnology and Folklore-The Ritual Year. U of Malta, Msida,
Malta, Mar. 2005; “Women in Contemporary Legends: ‘This Could Happen to You.’” Perspectives
on Contemporary Legend. 23rd Conference of the International Society for Contemporary Legend
Research. U of Georgia, Athens, GA, May 2005. PERFORMANCES: Brennan, Featured Reader,
Writers’ Salon, Friends of the Cunningham Memorial Library, Feb. 2005. Lewandowski, Featured
Reader, “Beer Money,” Writers’ Salon, Cunningham Memorial Library, Feb. 2005. Martin, Featured
Reader, Writer’s Salon, Cunningham Memorial Library, Nov. 2005. McEntire, Featured performer,
The Lotus Tribute Concert at The Lotus World Music and Arts Festival, Bloomington, IN, Sept.
2005. Morales, Featured Reader. MAKE Magazine Release Party. Chicago IL, June 2005; Featured
Reader. Another Chicago Magazine Release Party, Chicago, IL, June 2005; Featured Reader.
MAKE Magazine Fundraiser, Chicago, IL, Nov. 2005. EDITORSHIPS: Bates, Editor, Indiana
English. Byerman, Associate Editor, African American Review. Connelly, Assessing Editor, The
Journal of Mind and Behavior (Raymond C. Russ, Editor); Book Review Editor, The Journal of
Mind and Behavior, Winter 2004,Spring 2004,Summer 2004, Autumn 2004. McEntire, Editor, The
Folklore Historian. Vol. 21. (2004). AWARDS & HONORS: Brennan, Honorary membership,
National Society of Collegiate Scholars, ISU chapter, Oct. 2005; Lewandowski, Pushcart Prize
Nomination, “Silent Fall” nominated by Jeanne Leiby, Editor of The Florida Review; “Risk”
(published in Jabberwock Review) listed as “Notable” in the Best American Essays: 2005, edited by
Robert Atwan. OVERVIEW: The Department has always produced a strong range of traditional
scholarly work. I remain pleased with that. However, I hope to encourage more faculty who are
strong teachers—and we have many—to write about the methodology they use in their teaching. I
also hope to encourage faculty to apply for additional grants, even though we know that in our
discipline the amounts will generally be small. And last, I hope to encourage some
once-active-but-now'

Grants, Contracts & Off Campus Professional Service

What is your assessment of accomplishments in the area of grants, contracts, and off campus
professional service? Are you satisfied overall? In which areas do you feel your department
does particularly well? In which areas do you feel your department needs to improve?

In recent years, we have made minor strides in grant-getting (which is no surprise since the fine arts
and humanities do not have the money allotted in the sciences). More faculty are learning to navigate
grant-getting waters and are, increasingly, becoming more ambitious. Although I have encouraged
grant writing, this year’s grants were small and ISU based: GRANTS: Stan Evans, Liberal Learning
in Action Grant, Center for Public Service and Community Engagement. Stan Evans, Project
Director. Project Title: “Human Rights Day 2006: A Community Outreach to Seventh Graders.”
Awarded November 2005. Doug Martin, University Arts Endowment Grant, for a poetry manuscript
entitled Into the World Over and Over. Office of Sponsored Programs. Indiana State University,
2005. Nan McEntire, Center for Teaching and Learning: Instructional Development Grant, 2005
(Funding for folk musicians, visit to Indiana State University). Nan McEntire, Director.
“Experiencing Indiana Folk Music Firsthand” awarded February 2005. 

Teaching

We would like to highlight innovative approaches to teaching. Has your department developed
any pedagogies or practices you’d like to share with us? Please describe briefly.

We are, at heart, a text-based discipline with rather traditional teaching methods—made even more
traditional by the demands placed on teachers by class sizes. Teachers try collaborative work, for
example, but find that forming groups when the class has forty-five students in a not-so-spacious
room is sometimes unproductive. That said, more and more English faculty are exploring ways to



use technology with their classes—when they can get their classes scheduled in the “smart rooms”
allotted to us. Additionally, more and more faculty are using the Internet to create what once would
have been “reserve readings” and to create discussions groups/blogs.

Course Scheduling/Enrollment Management

What have been your greatest challenges in scheduling courses to meet student needs this year?
How were you able to overcome them?

Because of strong enrollments in both strands of our undergraduate major and the sheer number of
Basic Studies courses we need to offer, the very process of aligning the schedule is a challenge,
albeit a straightforward one. The most complicated and frustrating challenge, however, is the staffing
of classes (typically Basic Studies courses in composition) with insufficient funds. We have a
suitable number of able temporary staff, but we cannot fully predict whether we will be able to cover
the classes that are currently unassigned (for instance, eight sections of freshman writing classes are,
at present, unstaffed; if we get no more funding for adjuncts, I’ll simply have to merge sections up to
enrollment limits or cancel some of those sections). This element of enrollment management is,
without question, the greatest challenge. With a fairly small graduate program, it has also been
challenging to provide programmatic course coverage, while at the same time providing a teaching
rotation among faculty with graduate standing. 

Outreach

What are the outreach opportunities for your discipline? (non-traditional modes of delivery
and timing, etc)

The Department carries the majority of courses offered in the Correctional Education Program’s
bachelor degree curriculum and also offers several General Education literature and writing courses
through Web-based and Distance Education technology. See above. 

Strategic Initiatives 

Development Activities

What steps have you taken to support development activities in your department? How can
your efforts be supported?

Department development can be encouraged in a variety of ways: I have begun work with the
Foundation Office to enhance the Schick Lecture Series. We will be working to discover ways both
to increase awareness of the program throughout the region (for example, by advertising at colleges
and universities with a 200-mile radius) and to enhance the series itself: provide enhanced technical
support for the presentations, create a more professional environment for the lectures by upgrading
the lecture room, correlate the speakers with course offerings, create archival records of the entire
series, and so on. In conjunction with the Directors of Undergraduate and Graduate Studies, the
Curriculum Committee, and the Graduate Committee, we will regularize course offerings and
develop more predictable course sequences—in a sense, creating a four-year schedule for
undergraduate offerings and a two-year schedule for graduate. I am further committed to a strong
program of faculty development. This spring, I observed the classes of pre-tenure faculty and will
continue this practice, along with emphasizing a strong mentoring program related to junior faculty
members’ scholarship. These efforts will, I believe, ensure that junior faculty receive both
developmental and summative assessments as they move through their pre-tenure years. I am
committed to encouraging faculty to write grants to support their work. This spring, I ushered Doug
Martin through the process of applying for a Promising Scholar Grant (he was awarded $13,000).
With encouragement, perhaps we will be able to take advantage of what limited funds are available
in the humanities. As part of the Arts and Sciences efforts to increase external funding of



Department activities, I have worked with Tom Sauer and Abigail Miley (see below). 

Community Engagement I

Please summarize your faculty’s efforts in community engagement this year.

Current activities have been strongest in two areas: creative writing and internships. The Creative
writing program offers regular readings—at local restaurants, at Cunningham Memorial Library, at
the Swope Gallery, and other venues—which traditionally include members from the community.
Contests for local creative writers have been an even more direct approach to engaging the
community. Our internship opportunities within the community have also created useful
associations—with businesses and associations through the region and state. However, other
activities have taken English faculty into the community. Several faculty visit local schools on a
regular basis—Aaron Morales and Doug Martin go out to talk to students in creative writing classes,
and I do regular presentations at faculty in-service meetings in Vigo, Clay, Parke, and Vermillion
Counties. In another way, our Department’s publications—Indiana English and The Folklore
Historian—serve the regional community in a special way.

Experiential Learning

We are interested in hearing about any innovative approaches you might have taken to
incorporate experiential learning into your course or departmental work this year.

Within their traditional classroom contexts, faculty have created many experience-based learning
opportunities. In some classes, instructors are now encouraging original research (most often based
on field research, interviews, questionnaires, reviews of archival materials, and so on); we are
making better use of the computer classroom as a means to provide simultaneous instruction while
students produce technical, computer-generated texts; for class projects, some faculty are focusing
on local contexts within national issues; some faculty are promoting a professional model for class
work; some faculty are working in tandem to ensure that their courses enhance each other (while this
is not team teaching in the traditional sense of several faculty delivering shared instruction, it does
provide benefits as work from one class supports and enhances another).

Future Goals 

Future Goals

The University is highlighting experiential learning, community engagement, and eminent
programs as aspects of our campus that will attract students and resources. How is your
department planning to contribute to these strategic initiatives in ways that will help ISU be
recognized as a Pre-eminent University?

My goals for the Department are not very “glamorous” and certainly are not trendy. Instead, they
focus on issues of academic integrity and support for people in the Department—students, staff, and
faculty. Curricular enhancement: Working with the Director of Undergraduate Studies, Director of
Graduate Studies, and Director of Writing Programs, I want re-exam the curriculum to ensure that
our offerings remain broad but that redundancy is minimized. We plan to add courses to serve
developing needs, as well as drop courses, which no longer fulfill current curricular purposes.
Faculty development: I want to create an atmosphere in which faculty—full-time and part-time,
tenured and pre-tenured—feel that teaching is both valued and supported. Prison program: The
prison program needs to be brought in line with on-campus offerings and procedures. Prison courses
with English credits need to correlate with their on-campus counterparts; further, standards for and
evaluation of teachers in the prison program also need to correspond to those for on-campus
counterparts. Achieving these prison-program goals will be challenging, especially since so much of
the program is handled outside of the Department. Quality-of-life issues: As simple as this



seems—and as hard as it will be to achieve—I want to try to maintain a collegial atmosphere within
the Department as the circumstances under which we work seem to grow progressively more
challenging.




